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Identifying the molecular pathways regulating hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) specification, self-renewal, and
expansion remains a fundamental goal of both basic and clinical biology. Here, we analyzed the effects of
Notch signaling on HSC number during zebrafish development and adulthood, defining a critical pathway for
stem cell specification. The Notch signaling mutant mind bomb displays normal embryonic hematopoiesis
but fails to specify adult HSCs. Surprisingly, transient Notch activation during embryogenesis via an inducible
transgenic system led to a Runx1-dependent expansion of HSCs in the aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM)
region. In irradiated adults, Notch activity induced runx1 gene expression and increased multilineage
hematopoietic precursor cells approximately threefold in the marrow. This increase was followed by the
accelerated recovery of all the mature blood cell lineages. These data define the Notch–Runx pathway as
critical for the developmental specification of HSC fate and the subsequent homeostasis of HSC number,
thus providing a mechanism for amplifying stem cells in vivo.
[Keywords: Stem cell; Notch; Runx; AGM; zebrafish; irradiation]
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In vertebrates, the adult hematopoietic system is composed of distinct cell lineages that undergo progressive
differentiation from multipotent hematopoietic stem
cells (HSCs) (Durand and Dzierzak 2005). The clinical
importance of HSCs in transplantation protocols raises
the significance of understanding their anatomical origin
and fate potential. Hematopoiesis arises during two embryonic phases: a brief primitive wave that predominantly generates erythrocytes, followed by a definitive
wave that produces long-term hematopoietic stem cells
(LT-HSCs) capable of reconstituting the blood system for
life. Definitive hematopoiesis occurs, at least in part,
in the aorta–gonad–mesonephros (AGM) region, where
LT-HSCs are associated with the ventral aortic wall. Although much is known about the cellular and functional
properties of HSCs in mammals, relatively little is understood about the genetic pathways regulating their induction, expansion, and homeostasis during embryogenesis and adulthood. One pathway known to play a fundamental role in regulating a variety of cell fate decisions
in progenitors of various organ systems is the Notch signaling pathway.
notch encodes a single pass glycoprotein receptor that
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binds integral membrane ligands (Delta and Jagged) to
transmit signals between cells in direct contact. Juxtacrine signaling generally occurs between neighbors that
arise from a common precursor and share similar developmental potential (Lewis 1998). Notch is best known
for its role in a process termed “lateral inhibition,” a
model explaining how one cell is selected from a group of
equivalent precursors to adopt an alternative fate (Greenwald and Rubin 1992). In this scenario, activation of the
Notch receptor in a particular cell inhibits ligand production by that cell (the “signal-receiving cell”). Concomitantly, cells producing high levels of ligand (the
“signal-emitting cell”) force their neighbors to activate
Notch and produce less ligand. Lateral inhibition
through the Notch pathway modulates lineage decisions
in related cells by inhibiting one fate and promoting another (Bray 1998; Lewis 1998).
The mechanism by which Notch determines cell fate
has been studied extensively in a variety of organisms
and has led to the following model in which the Notch
receptor undergoes three successive cleavage events to
become active. Notch is first processed in the Golgi network to produce a functional transmembrane receptor.
Once bound to its ligand, the second cleavage event occurs, which generates two products, the Notch extracellular domain (NECD) and a membrane-bound activated form (NEXT). The final cleavage event, mediated
by presenilin-dependent ␥ secretase activity, occurs
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within the NEXT fragment and results in the release of
the Notch intracellular domain (NICD), which translocates to the nucleus and acts as a transcriptional regulator (Le Borgne and Schweisguth 2003).
Post-translational modification, specifically by addition of ubiquitin peptides, plays a critical role in regulating Notch–Delta activity (Lai 2002b). Drosophila neuralized was shown to encode an E3 ligase that ubiquitylates and promotes the endocytosis of the Notch ligand
Delta (Deblandre et al. 2001; Lai et al. 2001; Pavlopoulos
et al. 2001; Yeh et al. 2001). In vertebrate systems, however, Neuralized is not essential for lateral inhibition,
suggesting that other E3 ligases may modify Delta. mind
bomb, a neurogenic mutant isolated in several zebrafish
mutagenesis screens (Haffter et al. 1996; Schier et al.
1996; Golling et al. 2002), encodes a highly conserved
and previously uncharacterized E3 ligase that functions
similarly to Neuralized (Itoh et al. 2003; Chen and Casey
Corliss 2004). Mind bomb is required cell nonautonomously for Notch signaling and lateral inhibition by controlling Delta protein trafficking (Itoh et al. 2003; Chen
and Casey Corliss 2004).
Notch receptors and their ligands are expressed in hematopoietic cells and have been implicated in regulating
HSC induction and lineage cell fate decisions (Ohishi
et al. 2003). In murine cell culture, constitutive Notch1
expression in hematopoietic progenitor and stem cells
established immortalized cell lines able to generate progeny with either lymphoid or myeloid characteristics
both in vitro and in long-term mouse reconstitution assays (Varnum-Finney et al. 2000, 2003). Retroviral activation of Notch1 in recombination activating gene-1
(RAG-1)-deficient mouse stem cells resulted in an increase of HSCs due to decreased differentiation in vivo
(Stier et al. 2002). Similar results were observed when
overexpressing the Notch effector gene HES-1 in cell
lines (Kunisato et al. 2003). Increased numbers of
Notch1-expressing HSCs were documented in mice with
expanded osteoblastic niche cells that present Notch ligands in the bone marrow microenvironment (Calvi et
al. 2003). More recently, the Notch signaling pathway
was shown to be active in native adult HSCs and downregulated in differentiating progeny (Duncan et al. 2005).
Taken together, activation of Notch in marrow-derived
HSCs is likely important in maintaining HSC fate and
may confer a survival advantage following transplantation by promoting stem cell self-renewal.
Loss of Notch signaling in mice and flies has demonstrated that this pathway is required for HSC induction
during embryogenesis. When the AGM region was surgically removed from Notch1−/− mice and grown in culture, AGM-derived cells were unable to produce colony
forming cell (CFC) units in vitro or reconstitute the
blood system of irradiated adult mice (Kumano et al.
2003). In Drosophila blood cell development, cardiogenic
mesoderm is induced and subsequently segregated into
vascular (cardioblasts), excretory (nephrocytes), or blood
(lymph gland) specific tissues. Consistent with the
mouse mutant, loss of Notch signaling caused a marked
decrease of excretory and blood progeny with a concomi-
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tant expansion of vascular fates (Mandal et al. 2004).
These results indicate that Notch signaling is important
in the early generation of blood precursors across widely
divergent phyla. The downstream target genes of Notch
signaling in stem cells, however, remain to be determined.
Here, we used classic genetic experiments to reveal a
hierarchical molecular network leading to the induction
and expansion of hematopoietic stem and progenitor
cells in the zebrafish embryo and adult. We show that
the Notch signaling mutant mind bomb develops normal embryonic hematopoiesis but fails to specify definitive HSCs normally found associated with the ventral
aortic wall. Using an inducible transgenic system, we
found that brief Notch stimulation greatly expanded
HSC number in the AGM. Morpholino knock-down of
Runx1 function completely abolished this increase,
showing for the first time that Runx1 is a downstream
effector of Notch signaling in HSC induction. In the
adult, we examined the effect of activated Notch on marrow recovery following irradiation. Compared with control siblings, the percentage of multilineage hematopoietic precursors increased approximately threefold, followed by mature myeloid and lymphoid cells. The
expanded precursor population showed transcriptional
up-regulation of the runx1, lmo2, and scl genes, all markers of stem and progenitor cells. These findings define
the Notch–Runx pathway as critical during both embryogenesis and adulthood to maintain HSC homeostasis.

Results
Mind bomb, the ubiquitin ligase for Notch ligands,
is required for HSC specification
To assess the requirement for the Notch pathway in definitive HSC induction, a null allele of the Notch signaling mutant mind bomb (mib) was analyzed. Both c-myb
and runx1 transcripts mark emerging definitive hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells that are normally confined to the ventral wall of the zebrafish dorsal aorta
(Burns et al. 2002; Traver and Zon 2002; Gering and Patient 2005). mind bomb mutants lack aortic c-myb and
runx1 expression (Fig. 1d,e) compared with wild-type siblings (Fig. 1a,b). Moreover, rag-1 transcripts expressed by
differentiated thymic T-cells (Fig. 1c) are absent in mind
bomb embryos 4 d post-fertilization (dpf) (Fig. 1f). To
exclude the possibility that HSC induction was defective
because a dorsal aorta was not specified, we analyzed
flk1 expression in mind bomb animals. flk1 transcripts
appear relatively normal in mind bomb mutants (Fig. 1j)
compared with wild-type animals (Fig. 1g), although intersomitic vessels are somewhat disorganized. The presence of a dorsal aorta with concomitant loss of HSC/
progenitor cells and lymphoid progeny suggests that
Notch signaling is required for definitive HSC specification.
We next analyzed whether Notch signaling is required
for primitive hematopoiesis. Blood and endothelial
markers scl, gata1, fli1, and runx1 are expressed at the
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Figure 1. Mind bomb is required for definitive HSC
specification, but is dispensable for primitive hematopoiesis. Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed on wild-type and mind bomb embryos. Genotype is indicated prior to each row, and the probe used
is listed in each panel. (a,b,d,e) Lateral view, 36 hpf.
Low magnification (10×) and higher magnification (40×)
of the trunk region. HSC expression is indicated by arrowheads in a and b. (c,f) Dorsal view, 4 dpf. Bilateral
rag-1 expression in thymi is indicated by arrowheads in
c. (g–r) Lateral view, 28 hpf. (g,j) Low magnification
(10×) and higher magnification (40×) of the trunk region.
Aortic expression is indicated by red arrowheads; intersomitic vessels are indicated by green arrowheads. (h–l )
Black arrowheads indicate the embryonic red cell in the
ICM. (m–r) Black arrowheads indicate spotted expression in primitive myeloid cells.

10-somite stage in all embryos derived from incrossing
mind bomb heterozygous adults (data not shown), suggesting that Notch signaling is dispensable for primitive
progenitor cell induction. Primitive erythrocyte numbers appear normal in the intercellular mass (ICM) of 24
h post-fertilization (hpf) mind bomb mutants compared
with wild-type siblings as seen by gata1 (Fig. 1k,h), globin (Fig. 1l,i), and scl (data not shown) expression. Primitive myeloid cells, marked by l-plastin (Fig. 1m,p), Pu.1
(Fig. 1n,q), and myeloperoxidase (mpo) (Fig. 1o,r) are also
detected in mind bomb embryos at levels similar to that
seen in wild type. Our results suggest that Notch signaling is dispensable for primitive hematopoiesis, but necessary for the definitive hematopoietic wave.
Notch signaling is sufficient for definitive HSC
induction in the embryonic AGM
Given the requirement of Notch signaling for blood stem
cell induction and the need to find agents that increase
stem cell number, we evaluated whether Notch activity
was sufficient to generate more HSCs in vivo. Since injection of an activated form of notch (NICD) mRNA is
known to cause severe dorso-anterior defects (Lawson et
al. 2001), we made use of a powerful resource in zebrafish
to temporally regulate NICD activation using a Gal4/
UAS transgenic system (Scheer and Campos-Ortega
1999; Scheer et al. 2002). Two major advantages of this
approach are that NICD can be induced at any given
time point and that the activation can be brief. Since
constitutive Notch activity is known to block differentiation of stem cells both in vitro and in vivo, this system is unique in that NICD induction is reversible and
does not prevent lineage commitment.

Adults carrying the yeast transactivator Gal4 under the
control of the zebrafish heat-shock promoter (hsp70:gal4)
(Scheer and Campos-Ortega 1999; Halloran et al. 2000)
were crossed to animals hemizygous for the Gal4-responsive upstream activating sequence (uas) driving the
zebrafish notch1a intracellular domain (uas:NICD)
(Scheer and Campos-Ortega 1999). During mid-somitogenesis, embryos were heat-shocked (see Materials and
Methods), raised until 36–40 hpf, and then fixed and processed for in situ hybridization. Whole-mount and section analyses indicated that while control siblings
showed ventrally restricted aortic c-myb (n > 200; 100%)
and runx1 (n > 150; 100%) expression (Fig. 2a,c,e,f),
hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD embryos displayed ectopic transcripts throughout the aortic roof and vein (c-myb,
n = 52/60; runx1, n = 51/54) (Fig. 2b,d,g,h). Since HSC expansion could be influenced by the cell cycle, induced
24-hpf and 40-hpf hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD and control
sibling embryos were immuno-stained for the phosphorylated form of histone H3 (28 hpf [data not shown];
40 hpf [Fig. 2i,j]) to mark cells in mitosis or for BrdU
incorporation to distinguish cells undergoing DNA synthesis (28 hpf [data not shown]; 40 hpf [Fig. 2k,l]). At all
time points analyzed, no significant difference in the
number of dividing cells between hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD
and control embryos could be visualized, demonstrating that stem cell expansion is not due to increased
proliferation. Collectively, these data show that Notch
activation is capable of expanding definitive HSCs during development and demonstrate that the aortic
roof and vein are competent to express HSC markers
in vivo.
NICD may be capable of expanding both primitive
and definitive hematopoietic progenitors, or may be
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Dose-dependent HSC/progenitor cell expansion is
independent of artery identity

Figure 2. NICD expands HSC/progenitor cells in the AGM.
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed on control
sibling and hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD embryos (see Materials and
Methods for heat-shock conditions). Red arrowheads denote
aorta expression, and black arrowheads show vein expression.
The probe used is listed in each panel. (a–d) Lateral view. Low
magnification (10×) and higher magnification (40×) of the trunk
region. hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD transgenics show expanded HSC
markers throughout the artery and vein. (e–h) Plastic sections
through the trunk region of 36–40 hpf whole-mount in situ
hybridized embryos. (e,f) Note ventrally restricted c-myb and
runx1 aortic expression. (g,h) Note ectopic expansion of c-myb
and runx1 to the aortic roof and vein. pH3 immunostaining at
∼40 hpf (i,j) (see Materials and Methods) and BrdU incorporation at ∼40 hpf (k,l). Compare brown stain in dividing cells
in vessel region of wild-type (i,k) to hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD (j,l).
(m–q) Approximately 10–12 somite stage. (m–o) Dorsal view;
(p,q) lateral view.

exclusive for increasing adult HSCs. Primitive progenitor markers runx1, scl, and fli1 were examined
3.5 h post-heat shock and were not expanded (Fig. 2m–o).
Induced Notch is active at this time since NICD
RNA is detected in embryos as early as 1.5 h postheat shock (Scheer et al. 2002). In our hands, gal4 RNA
was highly expressed in hsp70:gal4 transgenic animals
(Fig. 2q) and was absent from control siblings (Fig. 2p).
Therefore, Notch-dependent expansion of HSCs in the
AGM is independent of primitive progenitor cell induction.
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HSC induction could be dependent on arterial fate decisions. Work by Lawson and Weinstein (Lawson et al.
2001) clearly show that Notch signaling is partially required for artery identity in that mind bomb mutants
fail to express the arterial markers ephrinb2a and
notch3, but maintain arterial expression of tbx20, flk1,
and gridlock. Although it was initially determined that
NICD was not sufficient to expand aortic-specific markers to the vein (Lawson et al. 2001), expansion of
ephrinb2a was later demonstrated (Lawson et al.
2002). These studies suggest that Notch signaling is required in the zebrafish for some aspects of artery identity
and is sufficient to expand some arterial markers to the
vein.
We tested whether the abnormal expansion of HSCs to
the vein correlated with a conversion of vein to artery
identity. Embryos from hsp70:gal4 and uas:NICD matings were heat-shocked for varying lengths of time and
processed by in situ hybridization for ephrinb2a or runx1
at 28 hpf or c-myb at 40 hpf. When heat-shocked for 1
min, we detected no expansion of c-myb (n = 0/19) or
ephrinb2a (n = 0/27) transcripts in hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD
transgenics (Fig. 3a,c). Weak expansion of runx1 was detectable in the vein (n = 2/9) (Fig. 3b), although most
hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD embryos showed no ectopic transcripts. After 10 min of heat shock, hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD
embryos showed considerable expansion of c-myb
(n = 26/32) and runx1 (n = 4/8) expression throughout the
artery and in some regions of the vein, but no expansion
of ephrinb2a (n = 0/18) could be visualized (Fig. 3d–f). If
embryos were exposed to heat for 20 min, c-myb (n = 36/
36) and runx1 (n = 10/10) transcripts were hugely expanded in the aorta and vein of hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD
transgenics, suggesting that ectopic HSCs had been induced (Fig. 3g,h). Conversely, no hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD
embryos showed significant expansion of ephrinb2a
expression (n = 0/39) (Fig. 3i). These data demonstrate that artery identity and HSC specification can be
uncoupled in vivo, suggesting that Notch signaling
acts through separate pathways to regulate induction of
each cell fate. Additionally, these studies establish a
dose response for Notch signaling in the derivation of
HSCs.
Runx1 is dispensable for artery identity in vivo
In the mouse, Runx1 is dispensable for primitive hematopoiesis, but necessary for the definitive wave (Wang et
al. 1996; Fujita et al. 2001; Okuda et al. 2001). More
recently, morpholino knock-down experiments (Ekker
2000) revealed a similar function for Runx1 in the developing zebrafish embryo (Kalev-Zylinska et al. 2002). As
the hematopoietic phenotype displayed by the runx1
morphant is strikingly similar to mind bomb, we hypothesized that these pathways may converge at the
level of definitive HSC induction.
To define a genetic relationship between notch signaling and runx1, we established a runx1 morphant pheno-
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Figure 3. NICD dose-dependently expands HSCs independent of aortic cell fate. Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed on hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD embryos heat-shocked at 40°C for 1, 10, or 20 min. Red
arrowheads denote aorta expression, and black arrowheads show vein expression. The arrowhead size suggests the level of transcript present. Low magnification
(10×) and higher magnification (40×) of the trunk region.
(a,d,g) c-myb HSC expression. (b,e,h) runx1 HSC expression. (c,f,i) ephrinB2a arterial expression.

type by coinjecting two morpholinos that block mRNA
splicing (see Materials and Methods). As in previously
published reports (Kalev-Zylinska et al. 2002; Gering and
Patient 2005), we found that Runx1 is dispensable for
primitive hematopoiesis but required for c-myb expressing definitive HSCs (Supplementary Fig. 1a). RT–PCR
analysis demonstrated that runxMO injection abolished
normal runx1 transcripts compared with uninjected controls (Supplementary Fig. 1b). We next investigated vessel integrity and aortic identity by analyzing expression
of the aortic markers notch3, deltaC, and ephrinb2a in
runx morphant animals. One of the hallmarks of proper
aorta identity is the formation of branching intersomitic
vessels (ISV). Although aortic identity is not completely
normal in runx morphants, as seen by the lack of fli1
(Fig. 4a,b) (n = 19) and flk1 (Fig. 4c,d) (n = 23) expressing
ISVs, notch3 (n = 13), deltaC (n = 14), and ephbrinb2a
(n = 12) aortic expression is maintained in the absence of
Runx1 function (Fig. 4e–j). These data show that Runx1
is dispensable for proper localization of aortic transcripts, suggesting that Runx1 function is not required
for most aspects of artery identity.
We next tested whether c-myb-expressing HSCs could
be expanded or rescued by overexpression of runx1 RNA
in wild-type, runx1 morphant, or mind bomb mutant
animals (Fig. 5). runx1 RNA was injected at the 1–2-cell
stage, and embryos were raised until ∼40 hpf. Compared
with uninjected sibling controls that show ventrally restricted aortic c-myb expression (Figs. 2e, 5a), runx1
mRNA expanded c-myb-expressing HSCs ectopically
throughout the aortic roof and vein (n = 16/24) (Fig. 5b).
Interestingly, runx1 mRNA overexpression partially rescued c-myb-expressing HSCs in the aortic floor of runx1
morphants (n = 20/24) (cf. Supplementary Figs. 1d and
5c) and mind bomb animals (n = 8/10) (cf. Figs. 1d and
5d). We did notice that wild-type embryos injected with
runx1 RNA showed greater numbers of c-myb-positive
cells compared with runxMO- and mind bomb-injected
animals, suggesting that the total amount of Runx1
function in the developing embryo is critical for HSC
specification. In summary, our results demonstrate that
runx1 functions genetically downstream of or in parallel to notch signaling and mind bomb. These data suggest that Runx1, like NICD, dose-dependently influences the number of c-myb-positive HSCs specified in
the AGM.

Runx1 is required for NICD-dependent expansion
of definitive HSCs in the AGM
During embryonic neurogenesis, Mind Bomb is known
to act upstream of NICD production in the Notch signaling pathway (Itoh et al. 2003; Chen and Casey Corliss
2004). We tested whether NICD would suppress the
mind bomb definitive HSC phenotype. A mind bombspecific morpholino (mibMO) (Itoh et al. 2003) was injected into embryo clutches derived from hsp70:gal4 and
uas:NICD matings. Following exposure to heat shock,
control siblings showed complete loss of both c-myb
(n = 117/125) and runx1 (n = 97/141) transcripts (Fig.
5e,g) in the dorsal aorta, thereby phenocopying the mind
bomb mutant. mibMO-injected hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD
embryos showed the notch gain-of-function phenotype
in that both c-myb (n = 45/45) and runx1 (n = 43/49)
transcripts were expanded to the aortic roof and vein
(Fig. 5f,h). These data show that the Mind Bomb E3 ubiquitin ligase functions upstream of NICD during HSC
specification. To test whether runx1 is required for
NICD-dependent expansion of HSCs in the AGM, the
runxMO was injected into clutches derived from
hsp70:gal4 and uas:NICD matings (Fig. 5i,j), and the animals were subsequently heat-shocked. Interestingly,
runx morphant hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD transgenics (Fig.
5j) showed low to no c-myb expression in the aortic floor
(n = 9/12), thus phenocopying the runx morphant control
siblings (Fig. 5i) (n = 30/37). This finding demonstrates
that Runx1 is required for NICD-dependent HSC expansion. Together, these results suggest a genetic hierarchy
leading to HSC induction in the AGM in which NICD is
genetically downstream of mind bomb and upstream of
runx1.
NICD activation improves marrow recovery following
irradiation
Our studies in the embryo have demonstrated an important role for signaling via the Notch–Runx pathway in
the initial specification of HSC fate. We next tested
whether this pathway also plays a role in the adult hematopoietic system. We have previously shown that a
sublethal dose of total body irradiation rapidly leads to a
virtual depletion of hematopoietic cells in adult whole
kidney marrow (Traver et al. 2004). Despite this pro-
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Figure 4. Runx1 is dispensable for aortic cell fate. Wholemount in situ hybridization was performed on wild-type and
runxMO-injected embryos at ∼28 hpf. Embryo manipulation is
indicated above each column, and probes used are indicated to
the left of each row. Lateral views. Low magnification (10×) and
higher magnification (40×) of the trunk region. Red arrowheads
denote aorta expression, black arrowheads show vein expression, and green arrowheads mark aortic intersomitic vessels.
fli1 (a,b) and flk1 (c,d) expression in wild-type and runxMOinjected embryos. Note lack of intersomitic vessels in runxMO
animals. (e–j) notch3, deltaC, and ephrinb2a aortic expression is
maintained in runxMO-injected animals. Loss of c-myb at 36
hpf served as a positive control for the runx morphant phenotype.

found cytopenia, all animals survive and show complete
repopulation of the kidney within 1 mo, demonstrating
that HSCs can survive this irradiation dose. Although
limiting dilution assays are not yet available to test the
number of transplantable HSCs in any given adult zebrafish, the recovery kinetics of the blood cell lineages
are measurable by flow cytometry, thus allowing a functional HSC assay to be performed (Traver et al. 2003,
2004). To this end, we tested whether Notch induction
following irradiation could speed multilineage hematopoietic cell repletion in the marrow compared with wildtype controls.
Control sibling or hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD transgenic (TG) adults were subjected to irradiation and then
exposed to heat shock. We examined the recovery kinetics of all the blood lineages by FACS over a 1-mo time
period (Fig. 6a,b). Prior to irradiation (day 0) or heatshock treatment (day 2), no significant differences in
the precursor, myeloid, or lymphoid blood populations
could be detected between the control sibling and
hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD adults. On day 6 the hematopoietic precursors, which are the predecessors of each
mature blood lineage (Traver et al. 2003), showed an
∼2.5-fold increase in the hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD animals
compared with control siblings (6.3% and 2.6%, respectively). By day 7, the percentage of precursors reached
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20.1% in the hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD transgenics compared with 6.5% in the wild-type adults. As shown in
Figure 6b, the largest differences between groups over
time were seen at days 6 and 7 in the precursor population, day 8 in the myeloid fraction (14% TG vs. 7% wild
type), and day 14 in the lymphoid pool (18% TG vs. 9%
wild type). By day 14, the difference in percentages of
precursor and myeloid cells normalized between the two
cohorts as each approached preirradiation population
distributions. For the lymphoid fraction, stabilization
occurred at day 30. These data show that a brief dose of
activated Notch accelerates the recovery of the precursor
pool, followed by the multiple blood lineages post-irradiation.
To visualize the cell types present on day 4 and
day 7, cytospins from whole kidney marrow were performed (Fig. 6c). As predicted by the FACS analyses,
no appreciable difference between control siblings
and hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD transgenics could be seen on
day 4, a time at which the kidney blood lineages are
disappearing due to irradiation. By day 7, however,
hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD animals displayed more multilineage precursor cells, mainly of the myeloid and lym-

Figure 5. Runx1 is required for NICD-dependent HSC expansion in the AGM. Whole-mount in situ hybridization on 36–40
hpf embryos. Embryo manipulation, genotype, and probes used
are described for each panel. Red arrowheads show the artery,
and black arrowheads highlight the vein. Lateral views. Low
magnification (10×) and higher magnification (40×) of the trunk
region. Injection of ∼10 pg of runx1 mRNA expands c-mybpositive HSCs in wild type (cf. a and b), rescues HSCs in runx
morphants (cf. Supplementary Figs. 1d and 5c), and rescues
HSCs in mind bomb mutants (cf. Figs. 1d and d). (e–j) mind
bomb or runx morpholinos were injected into embryos derived
from hsp70:gal4 and uas:NICD intercrosses. After heat shock
(see Materials and Methods), injected embryos were hybridized
with labeled c-myb or runx1 probes. The hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD
HSC expansion phenotype is evident in the presence of mibMO
(e–h), but is absent in the presence of runxMO (i,j).
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Figure 6. NICD expands the multilineage precursor cells in adult marrow and accelerates
blood lineage recovery post-irradiation. (a) Cartoon depicting manipulation of adult control sibling or hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD fish is outlined.
Light scatter profiles of whole kidney marrow
from adult control sibling or hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD
fish showing the effects of sublethal irradiation
and heat shock on the relative percentages of
erythrocytes (red gate), lymphocytes (blue gate),
precursors (purple gate), and myelomonocytes
(green gate) over time. Each FACS plot is of one
representative fish from each time point, and the
percentages reflect the average number of cells in
each gate. The erythroid population is excluded
from our analyses due to a marked variability in
the numbers extracted from whole kidney dissections. This inconsistency has been previously reported (Traver et al. 2004) and is likely due to the
close association of the kidney with the dorsal
aorta. (b) The average percentage of cells in each
gate (Y-axis, shown as percentages in a), with the
exception of erythroid, was plotted over time (Xaxis). (c) Cytospin preparation of day 4 (top) or
day 7 (bottom) whole kidney marrow from control sibling (left) or hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD adults
(right). (d) Quantitative PCR analysis from control sibling or hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD whole kidney
marrow on day 3 (see Materials and Methods). The
average fold induction of each transcript is represented by the bar graph with standard deviations. (WT) Wild type; (TG) hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD;
(lp) lymphocyte precursor; (ep) erythroid precursor; (mp) myeloid precursor.

phoid lineages than their sibling controls. These findings
demonstrate that NICD is capable of expanding early
multilineage hematopoietic precursors at a rate faster
than that of control siblings, strongly suggesting that
Notch signaling is expanding a common predecessor.
Since precursor cells from multiple lineages were expanded in hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD animals on day 6, we
analyzed whether transcripts of known stem and progenitor cell markers were transcriptionally up-regulated
prior to the increase of the precursor population. RNA
was harvested from individual control sibling or
hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD kidneys on day 3 and quantitative PCR was performed. The fold change in gene expression was determined for each kidney and the average
fold change for each gene of interest was calculated
and graphed (Fig. 6d). While expression of flk1, fli1, and
gata2 were not affected, runx1 and lmo2 transcripts were
four- and fivefold higher in the hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD
animals, respectively, while scl transcripts were increased by twofold. These findings demonstrate that
hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD adults up-regulate stem and progenitor cell markers in their marrow following heat-

shock exposure, likely reflecting an expansion of the
HSC pool as a result of NICD activity. Moreover, limited
Notch signaling accelerates hematopoietic recovery
without permanently altering the balance of cells in each
blood lineage. Our findings show that the Notch pathway is used during both embryogenesis and adulthood to
maintain proper stem cell homeostasis.
Discussion
Notch signaling has been hypothesized to control stem
cell self-renewal. Prior experimental approaches have allowed only limited conclusions to be drawn since constitutive Notch activation, typically with a retrovirus,
renders a maturation defect that prevents the normal
differentiation of progenitors. Our data demonstrate that
Notch activity is necessary to establish HSC fate and
sufficient to expand HSC number in the embryonic
AGM. In the adult, a brief pulse of Notch activity expands the HSC pool following sublethal doses of total
body irradiation and speeds the recovery of multilineage
hematopoiesis without permanently altering blood lin-
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eage homeostasis. We further identify runx1 as a major
target of Notch signaling and demonstrate the requirement of the Notch–Runx pathway for stem cell fate.
Notch and hematopoietic cell fate determination
Hematopoietic cell fate decisions occur throughout embryogenesis and adulthood, many of which are controlled by the Notch signaling pathway. Notch1 influences the decision of T versus B lymphoid fate (Pui et al.
1999; Radtke et al. 1999), lymphoid versus myeloid differentiation (Stier et al. 2002), ␣␤ versus ␥␦ T-cell fate
(Washburn et al. 1997), and CD4 versus CD8 T-cell lineages (Robey et al. 1996), thus providing a key regulatory
signal in determining the fate of multipotential hematopoietic precursors. Here, we provide evidence that Notch
drives mesodermal progenitors to the HSC fate.
The process of Notch regulating stem cell fate appears
to be evolutionarily conserved. In flies, Notch is required
for specification of dorsal mesoderm to the blood, endothelial, and nephrocyte fates (Mandal et al. 2004). In the
absence of Notch, the mesoderm adopts an entirely endothelial fate, while in the presence of high Notch activity, it becomes predominantly blood and nephrocytes.
Although the hematopoietic system of a vertebrate is
more elaborate and under distinct control mechanisms,
our studies support the Drosophila conclusions and indicate a conservation of Notch driving the blood stem
cell fate. Mice deficient for Notch1 activity (Kumano et
al. 2003; Hadland et al. 2004) or one of its transcriptional
mediators, RBPj (Robert-Moreno et al. 2005), lack embryonic HSC specification in the AGM. Similarly, we
found that mind bomb mutant embryos do not specify
HSCs, establishing the Notch requirement during stem
cell induction.
During vertebrate embryogenesis, mesoderm in the
AGM region becomes specified to several fates. Many
studies refer to the “hemogenic endothelial cell” as a
bipotential precursor to the HSC and vascular tree; however, recent studies provide evidence for a subaortic mesenchymal cell population that independently migrates
through the endothelial cells to become hematopoietic
(Mendes et al. 2005). Additionally, the “mesoangioblast”
has been proposed as a common mesodermal precursor
to the blood, endothelial, mesenchymal, and smooth
muscle lineages (Cossu and Bianco 2003; Ema et al.
2003). The fate decisions imposed on mesodermal progenitors within the AGM are clearly influenced by the
Notch pathway. For instance, mice deficient in RBPj
show expanded VE-Cadherin and CD31/PECAM endothelial cell expression with concomitant loss of definitive HSCs (Robert-Moreno et al. 2005). Ablation of the
COUP-TFII transcription factor in endothelial cells enabled veins to acquire arterial characteristics, including
the expression of Notch1 and the formation of ectopic
HSCs (You et al. 2005). This result would favor Notch
acting to induce HSCs from a hemogenic endothelial
cell. Our results in zebrafish support a model in which
the Notch pathway regulates arterial and HSC fate
choice either from distinct mesodermal populations or
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over different developmental windows since each decision can be uncoupled in vivo. In support of this hypothesis, Notch activity did not expand arterial ephrinb2a
expression to the vein, a location where the HSC transcripts c-myb and runx1 were robust. In this case, HSCs
could be specified from mesodermal precursors that are
distinct from those committed to the arterial fate. It is
possible that subaortic mesenchymal cells are a target of
Notch activity and a source of HSC precursors independent of the endothelium. The finding that both aorta and
vein express HSC markers in the Notch-activated state
with minimal change in ephrinB2a expression indicates
that Notch independently regulates mesoderm–HSC and
artery–vein cell fate decisions.
Lateral inhibition has been proposed in the central nervous system whereby Notch signaling promotes nonneural fates while inhibiting neural development (Lewis
1998). HSC fate may be established by a similar mechanism whereby Notch activation in an endothelial or
mesenchymal cell causes down-regulation of ligand production. Consequently, a cell that produces more ligand
will force its neighbor to produce less, thus generating a
salt-and-pepper pattern of cells containing elevated
Notch activity. In this model, cells containing high levels of NICD would become HSCs, while those with low
NICD activity would remain endothelial or mesenchymal.
The Notch–Runx1 pathway participates
in self-renewal in the stem cell niche
The adult stem cell niche has been recently characterized in the mouse bone marrow and consists of an endosteal (quiescent) and vascular (proliferative) compartment (Heissig et al. 2002; Calvi et al. 2003; Zhang et al.
2003; Arai et al. 2004; Avecilla et al. 2004). Under steadystate conditions, it is thought that most HSCs reside in
the G0 phase of the cell cycle in close contact with stromal cells, including osteoblasts (Calvi et al. 2003; Zhang
et al. 2003). The balance between quiescent and cycling
stem cells appears to rely on the amount of soluble cytokines, which result in HSCs relocating from the osteoblastic to the vascular niche (Heissig et al. 2002). This
mobilization of stem cells into peripheral circulation
may be necessary for reconstituting the HSC pool. Many
signaling pathways are thought to contribute to stem
cell self-renewal in the marrow niche including Notch
(Maillard et al. 2003), Wnt (Reya et al. 2003; Willert et al.
2003; Duncan et al. 2005), Hedgehog (Baron 2001; Bhardwaj et al. 2001; Gering and Patient 2005), and factors that
negatively regulate the cell cycle, such as Tie2/Angiopoietin-1 (Arai et al. 2004). Cooperation of such pathways is thought to maintain stem cell homeostasis in
vivo.
Several studies have hypothesized that Notch affects
HSCs, although direct proof of the activity and the
downstream targets have remained to be elucidated. In
murine cell culture, constitutive Notch1 expression in
HSC/progenitor cells established immortalized cell lines
able to generate progeny with either lymphoid or my-
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eloid characteristics (Varnum-Finney et al. 2000, 2003).
Retroviral Notch1 activation in recombination activating gene-1 (RAG-1)-deficient mouse stem cells resulted
in an increase in HSC self-renewal and favored lymphoid
over myeloid differentiation (Stier et al. 2002).
The studies presented here differ from others in that a
brief pulse of Notch activity was administered and the
cells were able to terminally differentiate. Other experiments with retroviruses and conditional alleles permanently express NICD and thus alter the normal maturation of cells. For instance, in our adult assays an increase
in the lymphoid cell fate was not concomitant with a
decrease in the myeloid lineage, as previously seen (Stier
et al. 2002). Based on these results, we propose that activated Notch expands the stem and progenitor cell compartment by either influencing undifferentiated cells to
adopt a HSC fate or by causing a G0 HSC population to
up-regulate runx1-dependent gene expression.
Our findings that the stem cell markers runx1, scl, and
lmo2 were transcriptionally increased in response to
NICD indicates that stem and progenitor cells were expanded in the adult marrow, possibly by increasing stem
cell self-renewal. Recently, a conditional allele of runx1
was generated in the mouse to study the loss of Runx1
function during adult hematopoiesis (Ichikawa et al.
2004; Growney et al. 2005). In transplantation studies,
Runx1-excised marrow cells showed a reduced competitive repopulating ability in long-term engraftment assays
(Growney et al. 2005), demonstrating that Runx1 is essential for normal stem cell function. We demonstrate
that the NICD-induced expansion of HSCs in the AGM
is dependent on Runx1. When we examined the proximal and distal promoters of the human runx1 gene
(Ghozi et al. 1996), we found no DNA-binding sites for
RBPj, the primary Notch pathway mediator that physically interacts with DNA to modulate target gene transcription (Lai 2002a; data not shown). It is still possible
that Notch directly regulates runx1 transcription
through alternative binding sites, although it may indirectly activate runx1 expression. In either case, the
Notch–Runx pathway is likely operative in both the
AGM and adult marrow and may lead to the activation
of downstream targets critical for stem cell homeostasis.
Notch signaling has been extensively linked to the
process of both normal and aberrant stem cell self-renewal (Maillard et al. 2003). The human Notch1 receptor, TAN-1, was first identified as a partner gene in a (7;9)
chromosomal translocation found in <1% of all T-cell
acute lymphoblastic leukemias (T-ALL) (Ellisen et al.
1991). Recently, >50% of all human T-ALLs were shown
to have activating mutations in the notch1 gene (Weng
et al. 2004). These data emphasize how dysregulation of
the Notch signaling pathway can result in uncontrolled
self-renewal that ultimately produces malignancy.
Clinical implications
Transplantation of HSCs has been successful in the
treatment of malignancies and other diseases, such as
aplastic and sickle-cell anemia (Gaziev and Lucarelli

2003). After irradiation or chemotherapy is given to patients, restoration of normal hematopoiesis is critical to
prevent infection and bleeding. In this study, we showed
that a pulse of Notch activity expands stem cell number
in the adult marrow without permanently altering blood
lineage homeostasis. This finding has obvious therapeutic implications. Small molecule agonists that induce
Notch signaling could be used to pharmacologically expand stem cell numbers and blood progenitors. For instance, embryonic cord blood stem cells are often insufficient for adult stem cell transplants. Notch activators
may be used to increase mobilization of HSCs for transplantation, similar to the clinical activity of G-CSF in
peripheral stem cell harvests. Our data provide rationale
for future clinical work to focus on methods that manipulate the Notch signaling pathway to amplify blood
stem cells, and thus multilineage hematopoiesis.

Materials and methods
Fish care and strains
Zebrafish were bred and maintained as described (SolnicaKrezel et al. 1994). The following lines were used: wild-type
AB, wik, and Tu strains, mind bombta56b (Jiang et al. 1996),
Tg(uas:notch1a-intra) (Scheer and Campos-Ortega 1999), and
Tg(hsp70:gal4) (Scheer and Campos-Ortega 1999).

In situ hybridization, morpholinos, and mRNAs
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed as described
(Thisse et al. 1993). Digoxygenin-labeled antisense RNA probes
were synthesized using a DIG RNA Labeling Kit (SP6/T7;
Roche). For histological analysis, embryos were embedded in
JB4 plastic resin (Polysciences Inc.). Embedded embryos were
prepared using a Leica microtome and the resulting 8–10-µm
sections were mounted onto glass slides and photographed.
The antisense morpholino oligos (Summerton et al. 1997;
Ekker 2000; Nasevicius and Ekker 2000) runxMO3 (5⬘-TGT
TAAACTCACGTCGTGGCTCTC-3⬘) and runxMO5 (5⬘-AAT
GTGTAAACTCACAGTGTAAAGC-3⬘) recognize donor sites
of predicted exon/intron junctions. The final injection solution
contained 0.6 mM runxMO3, 1 mM runxMO5, 1× Danieau Medium, and 1× Phenol Red (Saude et al. 2000). The mind bomb
morpholino (Itoh et al. 2003) was injected at a concentration of
1 mM in 1× Danieau Medium/1× Phenol Red.
runx1, formerly known as runxa (Burns et al. 2002), was subcloned into the pCS2+ expression vector, and capped RNA was
synthesized using mMessage Machine (Ambion). Ten picograms to 20 pg of RNA was injected into the yolk of one-cell- to
two-cell-stage embryos.

Immunostaining and BrdU incorporation
Embryos were fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4°C.
For staining, embryos were washed twice in PBST, incubated in
acetone for 7 min at −20°C, then washed once in water and
twice in PBST at room temperature. Embryos were incubated in
polyclonal anti-pH3 antibody (1:750 dilution; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) for at least 2 h at room temperature, washed in
PBS-T, incubated in goat anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidaseconjugated antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch) for 2 h at room
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temperature, washed in PBS-T, and then developed in diaminobenzidine/H2O2 (Sigma).
For BrdU incorporation, embryos were chilled on ice for 15
min at the 24- and 40-hpf stages and pulsed in a 10 mM BrdU,
15% DMSO solution for 20 min on ice. Embryos were then
transferred to warm embryo media, incubated for 5 min at
28.5°C, fixed in 4% PFA for 2 h at room temperature, and incubated overnight in methanol at −20°C. Embryos were rehydrated in PBS-T, digested with proteinase K (10 µg/mL), and
post-fixed in 4% PFA for 20 min at room temperature. Embryos
were washed in H2O, incubated in 2 N HCl for 1 h, washed in
PBS-T, and placed in a blocking solution for 30 min at room
temperature. Embryos were incubated in monoclonal anti-BrdU
antibody (1:100 dilution; Sigma) for at least 2 h at room temperature, incubated in goat anti-mouse horseradish peroxidaseconjugated antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch) for 2 h at room
temperature, washed in PBS-T, and then developed in diaminobenzidine/H2O2 (Sigma).
Embryo heat-shock experiments
Tg(hsp70:gal4) adults were mated to Tg(uas:notch1a-intra) fish
and their embryos were harvested and raised in E3 (Westerfield
1995). Between the 8- and 12-somite stages, embryos were collected in 50-mL Falcon tubes in ∼5 mL of E3 and submerged in
a 37°C waterbath for 30–45 min. Subsequently, embryos were
placed in Petri dishes, allowed to develop until ∼40 hpf, collected in 4% paraformaldehyde, and processed by in situ hybridization. For the results in Figure 3, the experimental conditions
for timing and heat shock were followed from Lawson et al.
(2002).
Adult irradiation, heat shock, and kinetic analysis
Tg(hsp70:gal4) adults were mated to Tg(uas:notch1a-intra)
fish and their embryos were harvested and raised. Genomic
DNA was extracted from clipped tail fins, and PCR amplification determined whether each transgene was present. Control
siblings (wild type or single transgenics) and experimental
hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD double transgenic fish were irradiated at a
sublethal dose of 2000 rads/20 Gy (day 0), as previously described (Traver et al. 2004). Fish were returned to the aquatics
facility until day 2, when they were removed and placed in a
37°C dry incubator overnight. The fish were returned to the
aquatics facility on day 3.
Whole kidney marrow was dissected from the following number of euthanized adult zebrafish: day 0, wild type = 3,
hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD (TG) = 3; day 2, wild type = 4, TG = 3; day
4, wild type = 6, TG = 6; day 7, wild type = 6, TG = 7; day 8, wild
type = 4, TG = 4; day 10, wild type = 5, TG = 4; day 15, wild
type = 5, TG = 4; day 30, wild type = 5, TG = 3. Individual kidneys were placed in a 12-well Petri plate on ice in 2 mL of
ice-cold 0.9× Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 5% 0.2-µm-filtered fetal calf serum (FCS). The kidney
was dissociated to a single cell suspension by repeated pipetting
with a P1000. The suspension was then filtered over a 40-µm
nylon mesh into a FACS tube on ice. The 2-mL suspension was
then aliquoted to 1 mL per FACS tube. One-hundred-thousand
cells were collected by flow cytometry based on propidium iodide (PI) exclusion (1 µg/mL; Sigma), forward scatter, and side
scatter using a FACS Vantage flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson), as previously described (Traver et al. 2004). Total kidney
cell counts were performed using a hemocytometer.
Quantitative PCR analysis from whole kidney marrow
Adult fish were sublethally irradiated and heat-shocked as described above. Fish were removed from the 37°C incubator on
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day 3 and kept at room temperature for ∼3–4 h, at which time
individual kidneys were dissected. Each kidney was placed in
Trizol (Invitrogen), total RNA was isolated, and random primed
cDNA was generated (Invitrogen, SuperScript III First-Strand
Synthesis System). The SYBR green (Invitrogen) method was
used to quantify cDNAs of interest, which are represented as
the fold change in transcript level between control sibling and
hsp70:gal4;uas:NICD kidneys. The amount of cDNA starting
material for each kidney was normalized in relation to ␤-actin
expression. For all experiments, cDNA was quantified using an
Applied Biosystems Sequence Detection System 7000. The
primer sequences used were as follows: scl: forward, 5⬘-CTC
GAATGGTGCAGTTGAGTCC-3⬘, reverse, 5⬘-GCATCTCCAG
CAAAACCACTGT-3⬘; flk1: forward, 5⬘-CGAACGTGAAGT
GACATACGG-3⬘, reverse, 5⬘-CCCTCTACCAAACCATGTGA
AA-3⬘; fli1: forward, 5⬘-CCCCTCAGCAAGAGTGGATTA-3⬘,
reverse, 5⬘-CGGCGACTCTTGTGCAGTATAT-3⬘; runx1: forward, 5⬘-CGTCTTCACAAACCCTCCTCAA-3⬘, reverse, 5⬘-GC
TTTACTGCTTCATCCGGCT-3⬘; lmo2: forward, 5⬘-AAACAC
TGGAGGCAAATGAGGA-3⬘, reverse, 5⬘-AGAAAGAAGCGG
TCTCCGATG-3⬘; gata2: forward, 5⬘-ACAACGTCAACAGGC
CACTGA-3⬘, reverse, 5⬘-TCGAAACCCTCACCAGATCGT-3⬘;
␤-actin: forward, 5⬘-GCTGTTTTCCCCTCCATTGTT-3⬘, reverse, 5⬘-TCCCATGCCAACCATCACT-3⬘.
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